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Summary 

 

Late Oligocene sandstone reservoirs of Saurashtra offshore belonging to Daman formation has great bearing on exploration 

and exploitation in the western offshore basin. Although the exploration has been since long, the understanding of sand 

distribution has remained a challenge. The sandstone reservoirs in the area under study are the result of multi-channel 

activities and deposition of sand in the form of point bar, mouth bar and crevasse splay etc. This clastic supply from the North 

East of the Tapti daman area has significant footprints on well logs and seismic data of the area. Recent discoveries in the 

Diu Arch area and Dahanu structure in late Oligocene clastic reservoirs has attracted attention. An integrated approach to 

understand the facies distribution in the Saurashtra offshore and part of Tapti Daman area has been attempted by regional 

correlation of 3D data from multiple volumes for Daman sandstone reservoirs and attributes corresponding to those pay sands 

as well as developed reservoir sands has been analyzed. The log correlation and impact of the sandstones on seismic has been 

worked out. The integration of the attributes along with well log has brought out comprehensive and robust geological model 

which defines the environment of deposition spatially and temporally. The understanding of the reservoir distribution and its 

relation to the structures will bring the future prospective areas for exploration and exploitation. 
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Introduction 

 

The Mumbai offshore basin, a passive margin basin on the 

continental shelf of western India continues into the on-

land Cambay basin toward the northeast. On the north it is 

bounded by the Saurashtra Peninsula and on the east by the 

Indian craton. Its southern limit is marked by the east-west 

trending ridge south of Ratnagiri.   

  

Hydrocarbon accumulations generaly occur in carbonate 

reservoirs ranging in age from Middle Eocene to Middle 

Miocene which are structurally controlled. However 

stratigraphic / combination plays in Paleocene - Lower 

Eocene and Oligocene clastic reservoirs are also 

significant.  Discoveries in the Diu Arch area and Tapti 

Daman sector in late Oligocene sandstone reserviors have 

attracted attention.   

  

Present study is the result of  integration of 3D  seismic 

data, Well log correlations and interpretation of other 

Geoscientific data.    

 
Fig. 1:  Location Map 

 

The area under study includes North of Mumbai Platform, 

Saurashtra offshore (DIU Arch) and Tapti Daman area 

(Fig:1). An attempt has been made to analyze the available 
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geoscientific data and generate clastic model of the Daman 

formation in the area regionally.  The model proposed will 

help in exploring further for the Daman Pay/equivalent 

pays in the area of  the vicinity of already explored fields / 

prospects.  

 

Tectonic setting and Structural framework   

 

Basemnt controlled NW-SE (Dharwarian trend) to 

NS(Delhi trend) trending faults split the entire shelf area in 

longitudinal stripes. This has resulted  in a horst-graben 

morphology which guided sedimentation in the basin 

throughout the Tertiary period up to Middle Miocene.  

 

 
Fig. 2:  Structural elements of Mumbai Offshore Basin  

  

Five mega tectonic elements; viz. Eastern Homocline, 

Graben system, Central Ridge System, Shelf Margin 

Depression and West Margin Basement Arch (Fig:2). 

Each element is bounded by normal faults. Tectonics is 

primarily guided by major basement lineaments. The 

'highs' are dissected by NE-SW cross trends. The most 

prominent among basement highs over Mumbai platform 

is the 'Mumbai High'. In the North and  North East of 

Mumbai high Diu arch, Dahanu structure, Saurashtra low, 

Surat depression, Daman low and Navasari lows have 

various  Inversion structures formed due to transpressional 

and transtensional  forces of strike slip movements.   

 

Stratigraphy and Depositional Setting   

 

Western Offshore basin is limited by the exposures of 

Deccan Trap in the east. A thin veneer of Neogene and 

Quaternary limestone, marl and clay form the outcrops 

along the coastal belt of Saurashtra Peninsula in the north. 

The subsurface sedimentary section ranges in age from 

Paleocene to Holocene and overlies non-conformably the 

Deccan Trap / Granitic / Metamorphic basement. Deccan 

Trap represents the basin floor geology with a few 

granitic/metamorphic inliers. Seismic sections and 

Cretaceous exposures in Wadhawan and Dhrangadhara 

areas of Saurashtra block reveal  the presence of a sub 

Deccan Trap Mesozoic basin. The lithostratigraphy of the 

basin is shown in Fig:3  

 

 
Fig-3: Lithostratigraphy of Mumbai Offshore  

  

 Significant Geologic and Tectonic Events  

  

“Crustal scale” tectonic events affecting the passive 

margin in the study area include:  

  

1. Long period of stable emergent craton from Pre-

Cambrian to early Mesozoic. Initial rifting and 

separation of India from Africa in the midJurassic  

2. Continued rifting, separation of Madagascar from 

west India in the mid-Cretaceous  

3. Northward drift of western India over a mantle plume 

at K/T boundary  

4. Outpouring of Deccan Trap flood basalts over a large 

area between 66 and 65 Ma  

5. Last major rift as Seychelles moves away from 

western India in the Early Tertiary. Deposition of 
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Paleocene-Eocene source rocks in accommodation 

caused by rifting  

6. Continued igneous activity along southward moving 

track of hotspot. Thermal cooling and subsidence 

after rifting event & movement away from plume  

7. Localized wrench tectonics and intrusive & extrusive 

igneous activity in the Eocene  

8. Initial contact of Indo-Australian and Eurasian plate 

in mid-Eocene  

9. Significant subduction and first major Himalayan 

orogenic event in mid-Oligocene  

10. Extension & block faulting in some areas of western 

Indian margin in Late Paleogene  

11. Thermal-isostatic subsidence of margin appears to 

accelerate around mid-Miocene  

12. A geo-chronological chart showing some of the above 

events and a global sea level curve is shown in Figure 

4.  A discussion of the various stratigraphic units 

follows.  

 

 
Figure 4:  Geo-chronological chart, Sea Level Curve and Key 

Geologic Events  

   

G &G data observations and analysis 

 

1. Regional log correlation (Fig:5) of the well in the 

area of study has been carried out. Different pay 

sands identified has been tied up with seismic 

data.   

 

The horizons within Daman formation are (Fig: 6):  

 

 Daman Pay Sand top (Pay-1)  

 Daman Pay Sand top (Pay-2)  

 Daman Pay Sand top (Pay-3)  

 

 
Fig 5: Log correlation of wells 

 

 
Fig 6: Arbitrary seismic line passing through different 3D 

Volumes  

  

 The above horizons were analysed in multiple 3D volume 

and the observations/analysis is as below:  

 

The spectral decomposition of the broad window 

corresponding to above pay sands has brought out the 

channel bar geometry clearly in Fig: 7. The NE-SW 

channel trend terminating as mouthbar with several 

pointbars and crevasse splays. 

 

 
Fig 7: Spectral Decomposition of Daman tuned at 24Hz 
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2: Daman Pay Sand top (Pay-1)  

 

The sand corresponding to the trough has been analysed  in  

multiple  3D  volumes  in  a  window corresponding to 

Daman Pay sand-1. The Image emerged is described below 

(Fig: 8): 

 

The Maximum  negative amplitude corresponding  to  

Daman  Pay  sand-1  in  all  3D volumes  indicates  that  

the  channels  features are  aligned  in  the  NE  and  SW  

direction.  These are prominent in the Eastern and central 

part of the study area. The amplitude features diminishes 

in west and Northwest and south. 

 

 
Fig 8: MAXNEG Amplitude along Daman Pay Sand-1  

 

3: Daman Pay Sand top (Pay-2)  

  

The sand corresponding to Daman Pay sand-2 has been 

analysed in multiple 3D volumes. The Image emerged is 

described below (Fig: 9):  

 

The Maximum Absolute amplitude corresponding to 

Daman Pay sand-2 in all 3D volumes indicates that the 

channels features are aligned in the NE and SW direction. 

Three prominent channel features are observed one in the 

Far Eastern Part another in the Eastern part and third in the 

central part of study area trending NE-SW direction. 

Braided channel features as well as crevasse splays are 

dominant. The channels terminating to mouth bar are also 

prominent. The southern and Southwestern limit of the 

sand distribution may be analysed through the NW-SE 

trending amplitude in the said amplitude map. 

 

 
Fig   9:   MAXABS   Amplitude   corresponding   to Daman Pay 

Sand-2 

 

4: Daman Pay Sand top (Pay-3) 

 

The  sand  corresponding  to  Daman  Pay  sand-3 has  been  

analysed  in  multiple  3D  volumes.  The Image emerged 

is described below (Fig: 10): 

 

The Maximum Negative  amplitude corresponding  to  

Daman  Pay  sand-3  in  all  3D volumes indicate that the 

channels features are aligned in the NE and SW direction. 

The channel features are dominant in the central part. 

 

 
Fig 10: MAXNEG Amplitude along to Daman Pay Sand-3  

  

 Although the channel features are present in the East and 

Far East part however they appear to be diminishing in the 

southwest close to their appearance. In the central part a 

prominent amplitude feature at the end of the NE-SW 

trending channel appears to be Mouth bar. However bypass 

channels crossing the Mouth bar cannot be ruled out.  
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5: The Isopach map (Fig:11) prepared represents the total 

thickness of late oligocene sequences. The maximum 

thickness / depocentre  of the Daman Fm is in the NE of 

Mumbai high platform. In further NE, NW and SE of the 

depocenter the thickness of the formation decreases.The 

study area comprises partly the depocentre, and Northern, 

Northwestrn, western and Southwestern flank of the 

depocentre.   

 

 
Fig 11: Isopach map of Daman formation  

 

6: The Sand Isolith map (Fig:12) represents the Net sand 

thickneness of daman formation. The three lobes observed 

in the sand isollith map correspond to the three channels 

indicated in seismic attribute map. The net sand decreases 

southewest and westward beyond 0 line no sand is 

expected.  

 

 
Fig 12: Sand Isolith Map of Daman Formation.   

7: The Sand Shale ratio map (Fig:13) represents the ratio 

of sand to shale thickneness of daman formation. 

Maximum sand shale ratio correspondig to 0.5 is present 

in the northeastern part of the study area which is also the 

direction of clastic input as well as provinance. The 0.0 

sand shale ratio line is in the southwest.  

 

 
Fig 13: Sand shale ratio Map of Daman Formation.  

  

8: Based on seismic attribute analysis, Isopach map, sand 

Isolith Map and sand shale ratio map, the sand model of 

Daman pay Sand-2 and Daman pay Sand-3 (Fig: 14 and 

15)  has been envisaged. However an integrated facies  

map has also been suggested (Fig: 16). 

 

 
Fig 14: Envisaged sand model of Daman Pay sand-2  
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Fig 15: Envisaged sand model of Daman Pay sand-3  

 

 
Fig 16: Envisaged Facies  map of  Daman Sands 

 

Conclusion 

  

After the High stand of Early oligocene and forced 

regression in late part of Early oligocene the clastic supply 

increased. However the forced regression continued to 

normal regression in late oligocene period. The depocentre 

in the East and south east of the area got filled up and 

gradually uplifted due to inversion processes of 

transpressional strike slip tectonics. These preocessed led 

to shift of depocentre and westerly tilt of the basin. The  

deposition of the reservior grade clastics in daman 

formation were controlled by the above processes.   

 

The study has brought out four types of facies/depositional 

environment which are detailed as below:  

1. In the Norteast and Central part of the study area 

coarser clastics are dominantly deposited uder 

influence of chalnnel and bar complex. Levee areas 

are having crevass splays.  

2. End of the channels are marked by mouthbar deposits. 

These mouthbar deposits may sometimes prove better 

stratigraphic prospect  while exploration. However 

mouthbar are further   bypassed during further 

lowering of sea level/ progradation.   

3. In the southwest and west of the study area the 

development of reseroir grade sand is restricted due 

to increase in bathymetry and decrease in clastic 

influx. Beyond certain extent these sandstones are 

shaled out.   

4. In the flank of the Platform some carbonate mounds 

has been developed which are micritic in nature. The 

growth of these limestones has been subdued due to 

clastic supply.  

5. The understanding of the reservoir distribution and its 

relation to the structures will bring the future 

prospective areas for exploration and exploitation.       
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